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Gosh, I wish patients would get to the 
point. They sit down in the consulting 

room, and then they start rambling about 
all sorts of things, like the weather or 
Brexit or Donald Trump, instead of telling 
you what their symptoms are.
 I remember an old chap who came in 
and said: “My problem, doctor? Well it all 
began in 1953, at the time of the dear 
Queen’s coronation, in the month of June, 
I think it was – no, I tell a lie, it was July. 
Or was it May?”
 Five long minutes later, and we’d 
reached the time England won the World 
Cup: “It was now 1966, I do believe, and 
while I was watching the match I started 
feeling a bit peculiar – you know, doc.”
 It took me all of a quarter of an hour 
just to establish that he had actually 
come in because of epigastric pain – and 
that maybe he had a peptic ulcer. By the 
time he had left, I was far, far behind 
schedule.
 The trouble is that members of the 
public forget that a general practice 
consultation is supposed to be around 
10 minutes long. So, when invited to 
say what they’re complaining of, people 
regard this as an invitation to embark on 
an interminable discourse about all man-
ner of irrelevant topics. 
 For instance, I saw a man who 
opened up by telling me about how he’d 
been jolly fit while at university, and had 
actually won a cup for the 200 metres. 
(Or was it the 100 metres, he wondered? 
Or maybe the 400 metres?) After politely 
interrupting him eight or nine times, I 
finally discovered that he’d actually come 
in to see me because he’d got a pain in 
his chest. In fact, he was in the process 
of having a myocardial infarction.

Spell out your symptoms
Yes, most patients don’t realise that we 
want them to tell us about a symptom. 
So they go off into all sorts of extraneous 
detail that they think we’d be interested 
in. To try to avoid this happening, I think 
that you should be very careful about 
what you ask them when they first enter 
the room.
 Specifically, there are three phrases 
to avoid:

“What’s wrong with you, Mr Jenkins?” 
The patient may well reply: “Well, that’s 
what I’ve come here to find out, doc!”

“What seems to be the trouble?” 
Not unreasonably, a patient may say 
indignantly: “There’s no ‘seems to’ 
about it, doctor! I don’t imagine things, 
you know.”

“What brought you here, sir?” 
I stopped using this question after a 
patient in Dulwich replied: “A number 12 
bus, doctor.”

So what’s to be done? How can we 
induce patients to get to the point – and 
stick to it?
 My bright idea is that we should just 
have a big notice on the desk, so that 
people can see it when they first come 
in. It would read: 

Please tell me your 
SYMPTOM

Mind you, there would still be folks who 
look at it and say: “Oh, is that how you 
spell ‘symptom’, doctor? I didn’t real-
ise! Mind you, my spelling’s always been 
awful. Do you know, when I was at school, 
my Latin teacher actually thought I was 
rather dyslexic! But he was really a nice 
old chap, y’know. You’d have liked him, 
doctor …”
 Alas, with some people we just can’t 
win, can we? 
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